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Abstract

Over the last 150 years our landscapes have been defined
by the production and transportation of energy. A complex
network of railroads, canals, highways, tunnels, bridges,
and viaducts are the result of energy consumption and the
distancing of negative or unaccepted effects of energy to
remote places. Deforestation and TV broadcasting reveals
the scars of energy abuse and displays catastrophes and
disasters in real time. Our ordered energy landscapes,
defined by their separation and reliant on a level of
invisibility, now appear to invade the ‘terrestrial skin’ and
are signs of infection and waste. 1 Crippled by the necessity
of energy and the incessant documentation by the media,
the architecture of energy is forced into visibility.
Attempts to reconcile the invisibility of inexpressive
energy symbols have failed to synthesis form and function
and have merely ‘humanized’ the technology through
colorful turbine halls.2 In search of a new visibility for
energy, architecture must redefine the relationship between
society and their power. Could the celebration of power
plants through location and technological expression
be the antidote to this “disease” of the landscape? In a
position of complete visually venerability the facility must
fuse form, function, and landscape.
In the early 1900’s, architects, artists, and tourists
awed at the sublime creations of the industrial revolution.
Power plants, airplanes, steam liners, and automobiles
where a few of the innovations that were celebrated. In
the disguise of energy landscapes we have forgotten the
incredible power of electricity.

1. Michael Jakob, “Architecture
and Energy or the History of an
Invisible Presence,” G2: 8-31,

2. Michael Jakob, “Architecture
and Energy or the History of an
Invisible Presence,” G2: 8-31,

Infrastructure and the industrial form has been celebrated in various ways; painting, literature, architecture, etc. In
1931 Le Corbusier published Towards a New Architecture.
In this text the industrial form was placed upon a pedestal
for its lack of ornamentation and rejection of vernacular
“styles”. Corbusier saw liners, airplanes, and automobiles
as objects of “a new spirit” powered by industrial production and guided my mathimatical principles.

1. David Nye, “Architecture and
Energy or the History of an Invisible Presence,” G2: 8-31,

The forms built from the mathematical and economic process of the industrial revolution was glorified through the
medium of painting. Charles Sheeler (1883-1965) painted
the elustrious and sublime tecnologies of america; planes,
trains, and power generation. Sheeler was an american precisionist painter, commissioned by Fortune Magazine in
1939 on the subject of “Power in America”.

3. Michael Jakob, “Architecture
and Energy or the History of an
Invisible Presence,” G2: 8-31,
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Infrastructure
What is infrastructure?
What is the relationship between architecture and energy?
What are energy landscapes?

10

“Infrastructure is where architecture is embodied in the
materials and construction - beyond the surface; and
organization of the engineering”
Stan Allen. Points and Lines 1999

Hard Infrastructure
Transportation
Energy
Water Management
Communications
Solid Waste Management
Earth Monitoring and
Measurement Networks

Soft Infrastructure
Governance
Economic
Social
Cultural, Sports and Recreational

#

“‘Architecture may be simultaneously and indiscriminately
understood as an organization of energy that stabilizes and
sustains material forms.’ Thus, cities, regions, and inhabited
and urbanized locations are palimpsests of successive
energy drives.”
Michael Jakob. G2 2001

Olympic village site in Vancouver.

#

Energy Landscapes are “territories whose forms and features are determined energetically”. Coal landscapes are the oldest symbols, many of
which now grassed over and blend with the natural landscape. Some scars
are preserved as a history of development. When the transportation of energy resources became possible, our landscapes became a network of
signs referring to energy. Railroads, canals, highways, tunnels, bridges,
and viaducts determined the shape of our environment. The introduction of
pipe lines in 1865 and the transportation of electrical energy in 1890 made
the network of energy infrastructure dense and complex.
Michael Jakob. G2 2001

#

An invisible Presence
Where signs of the energy landscape are not accepted they are “designated
as the price of development, or disguised, or become invisible”. The
development of transportation techniques separated the production and
consumption of energy - to move negative or unacceptable effects of
energy to some remote place. Deforestation and TV broadcasting reveal
the scars of energy abuse and display catastrophes and disasters in real
time. Our ordered energy landscapes, defined by their separation and
reliant on a level of invisibility, now appear to invade the ‘terrestrial skin’ and
are signs of infection and waste. Crippled by the necessity of energy and
the incessant documentation by the media, the architecture of energy is
forced into visibility.
Michael Jakob. G2 2001

How do we redefine the transparency of
energy infrastructure?

#

The Celebration of Infrastructure
Do we celebrate infrastructure?
How could we celebrate energy?

12

Architecture.
Infrastructure and the industrial form has been celebrated in various ways;
painting, literature, architecture, etc. In 1931 Le Corbusier published
Towards a New Architecture. In this text the industrial form was placed upon
a pedestal for its lack of ornamentation and rejection of vernacular “styles”.
Corbusier saw liners, airplanes, and automobiles as objects of “a new spirit”
powered by industrial production and guided my mathematical principles.

#

Art.
The forms built from the mathematical and economic process of the
industrial revolution was glorified through the medium of painting. Charles
Sheeler (1883-1965) painted the illustrious and sublime technologies of
America; planes, trains, and power generation. Sheeler was an American
Precisionist painter, commissioned by Fortune Magazine in 1939 on the
subject of “Power in America”.

#

The Sublime.
The American culture was raised on radically different principles than that
of the European nations. In America, architecture is not appreciate `by the
masses as the

#

Where is the Energy Icon?

Throughout the cities of the united states, hard and soft infrastructure is represented
through architectural form. Some forms reference a trend or style of design and others
are invented based upon functional requirements. Ultimately, a physically form embodies the essence of the infrastructure. Society is able to engage the thing. But where is
object which represents energy? The only understanding of the power grid is defined
by endless power-lines leading into the vast unknown. I believe it is time for urban populations confront this mystery and identify with power production. Power plants should
be glorified as the heart of cities. After all, the present and future of urban environments
rely on electricity.

Communication
Verizon Building

Transportation
Grande Central
Station

Cultural
Guggenheim
Museum

Governance
Statue of Liberty

Economic
New York Stock
Exchange

Water Management
Chicago Water
Tower

Recreational
Lincoln Financial Field

#

Forms for exploitation
What are the methods of energy production?
How do they communicate with the landscape?
What are their efficiencies?
What are their forms?
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“The Engineer, inspired by the law of Economy and
governed by mathematical calculation, puts us in accord
with universal law. He achieves harmony.
The Architect, by his arrangement of forms, realizes an order
which is a pure creation of his spirit by forms and shapes
he affects our senses to an acute degree and provokes
plastic emotions; [...] he gives us the measure of an order
which we feel to be in accordance with that of our world,
he determines the various movements of our heart and of
our understanding; it is then that we experience the sense
of beauty.”
Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture 1931

#

Non-Renewable Energy

Renewable Energy

Coal Power Generation.

Nuclear Power.

Hydro-electric Power.

Solar Power.

Wind Power.

A typical coal power plant uses steam
generation for electricity production.
Coal is shipped b boat, truck, or train
to the facility. A coal elevator moves
coal from support pile to furnaces. The
burning coal is used to heat water - the
water is then cooled rapidly by spraying
water onto hot pipes. The resulting
steam turns a turbine and produces
electricity.

The Fission reactor core is made of high
heat resistant steel. Isotopes of Uranium
and plutonium are split which set off a
controlled chain reaction. This reaction
releases heat which is absorbed by
a closed loop water circuit. The hot
water powers a steam generator. The
excess steam is discharged into the
environment via a natural or forced air
cooling system.

Electricity can be produced by using
the gravitational force of falling water.
A damn, is a object used to build up a
body of water in which the natural flow
of the water can be controlled. A turbine
is turned by the pressure of the water.

Solar fields come in various shapes
and sizes.

The simplest of all energy production is
wind power. The arrangement of units
of the landscape is critical. If positioned
correctly the turbine will spin freely
directly generating power.

+ High level of MW output
- High levels of CO2 released

+ High level of MW output
- Used fuel has a high level of radioactivity

+ High level of MW output
- Artificial body of water displaces
hundreds and thousands of people.

+ No Waste Products
- Low level of MW output

+ Modern Aesthetics
- Low level of MW output

#

2000

Quinten Walensee

1975

Horns Rev ll
Alta Wind Center
Gemasolar Plant
Shiwa Tidal

3 Gorges Dam

Kendal Plant

Kramer Junction
Kashiwazaki

1950

Cumberland Plant

3 Mile Island

Hunterson

1925

Ffestiniog

Hoover Dam

1900

Battersea

Nuclear Fusion

Fukushima nuclear disaster

3 Mile Island Meltdown

Atomic Bomb

Power Plant Historical Overview.

Events such as the atom bomb and the meltdowns at 3 Mile Island and Fukushima has
negatively stigmatized nuclear power.

2012
2025

#

Landscape + Form
Power plants are objects governed by their functions. The architect has no place in
reinvent the engineering but we can alter the experience of these forms by there arrangement on the landscape. Their dialogue with the environment determines there
psychological impact. Rejecting the landscapes geometry could project an artificial or
threatening experience to the forms. Power plants already tainted with poor reputations
should seek to participate with the landscape. Although engineered by humans, the
forms should represent there strict accordance with the laws of nature; just as the engineering does.

Regular Grid
Forms adhere to an internally
functioning grid. The collection of
objects do not relate to an existing
condition.

Irregular Grid
Forms reject any functional grid and
relate through object similarities. The
geometry is the result of unplanned
construction over time.

Grid Lock
Forms give hierarchy to the geometry
of the existing landscape.

Grid Overlay
Forms respond to two geometric
structures. There own functional grid
and that of the existing landscape.

#

Kramer Junction

Shiwa Tidal

Ffestiniog

Hoover Dam

Quinten Walensee

Battersea

Hunterston

Kendal

Gemasolar

3 Mile Island

Cumberland

Horns Rev ll

Kashiwazaki

Alta Wind Center

Scale

3000ft
3 Gorges Dam

0

9000ft

12000ft

#

Distance from urban center.
A key design parameter of power plants is their proximity to the fuel source (ie. Rivers,
lakes, oceans) and urban centers. The majority of wind and solar power stations are
far from urban environments in need of vast open landscape. Coal and hydro-electric
power stations are embedded in the natural landscape to hide the effects from pollution
and dams - displacement of thousands of people. Nuclear power stations appears at all
distances; close/far to dense urban centers. The closer nuclear power stations are the
more disguised they become; no iconic forms - cooling tower.

48 mi

54 mi

60 mi

66 mi

72 mi

78 mi

84 mi

90 mi

Kramer Junction

42 mi

3 Gorges Dam
Alta Wind Center

36 mi

3 Mile Island

30 mi

Ffestiniog
Cumberland
Kendal

24 mi

Gemasolar

18 mi

Horns Rev ll

12 mi

Hoover Dam
Shiwa Tidal

Hunterston

6 mi
Kashiwazaki

Battersea
Quinten Walensee

0 mi

#

Output: MW
25000

20000

MW

15000

10000

Efficiency of Power Stations
Hydroelectric power is the most efficiency power source - usually designed as a large
object (dam) with a many turbines. Coal and Nuclear power tie for second place. They
provide a high level of electrical power generation in a concentrated location. They need
water for steam generation but do not require the pressure from gravity flow like hydro-electric. Solar and Wind power is very inefficient. They require a vast amount of
landscape far away from urban centers and produce a negligible amount of energy.

5000

0

Output: MW

Battersea

Hoover
Dam

Ffestiniog

Hunterson

3 Mile
Island

Cumberlan
d

Kramer
Juntion

Kashiwaza
ki–Kariwa

Kendal

3 Gorges
Dam

515

2,080

360

300

802

2,600

354

7,965

4,116

22,500

Horns Rev
Alta Wind
ll
209

1,020

Gemasolar

Sihwa
Lake Tdal

19.9

254

Quinten
Walensee
Solar
9

#

exhaust tower

cooling tower

The coal exhaust tower is used in various sizes. Its purpose is to disseminate
exhaust from coal burning. Research
continues to lesson coal plant pollution of
CO2 into the atmosphere but as of yet
scientists have not eliminated it.

The coal exhaust tower is used in various sizes. Its purpose is to disseminate
exhaust from coal burning. Research
continues to lesson coal plant pollution of
CO2 into the atmosphere but as of yet
scientists have not eliminated it.

dam

structure

A dam is used to back up a large body
of water. The water pressure supplies
a gravity flow turbine. These concrete
structures are separate objects from
power generation and displace thousands
of people inhabiting the upstream river’s
edges.

mirror

function

Highly reflective mirrors are used to
commercial solar fields. These mirrors
reflect sun light onto pipe of water/
oil. This hot hate/oil is used to power a
steam generator. This technology requires
the covering of vast amounts of land to
produce a viable amount of electricity.

turbine
The turbine is a simply designed object
used in a field condition. They are scaled
up beyond that of the landscape. They
are aestheticall modern but are unable
to communicate with their surrounding
landscape and there for dominate it. The
ojbect is not approachable.

image

#

Battersea Power Station
1929
Sir Giles Bilbert Scott
London England

The Battersea coal-fired power station is an icon in London. Now decommissioned this structure holds potential for future renovations like that of a stadium.
When in production, this plant used its excess hot water, which it heats to create
steam for power generation, was piped to neighboring communities.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

1929-1983
Coal
515
2,141,550
274,290
2

Pink floyd album cover; Animals

0
London
4,158.35
257.5

i am
a
sphe
re

object

national identity

disguise

The Battersea Power Station resembles St. Pauls Cathederal in a contour
drawing of there entry and uses the red brick common to the majority of
majority construction in London in the early 1900’s.

##

The Hoover Dam 1936
Architect
Arizona|Nevada, USA
The Hoover Dam stands as a national monument for the United States of America.
This dam attracts thousands to view the sublime engineering spectacle. It proudly
places the American flag the top of the dam. Artistic art deco features are also
added to the architecture.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

object

1936-present
Hydo-electric
2,080
49,000,000
821 ,040
19

Hoover Dam post card; 1980.

25 mi
Vegas
394.73
109.47

national identity

invisible

##

Ffestiniog 1963
United Kingdom

The Ffestiniog power station separates the two objects (dam + turbine house) of a
hydroelectric power station. The dam is built in relationship to the landscape of its
surroundings. The Shadows of the support walls mimic that of a rough mountain
side.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

1963
Hydro-Electric
360
100,000
4

Distance from reservoir to turbine station.

50
Liverpool
277.78
90

object

##

Hunterston 1964
North Syrshire, Scotland

It’s facade and plan were one similar in style to modern architecture and allowed for
a transparency of the technology. Unique to this facility refueling the reactor came
from underneath it. This provided an easy removal of the fuel with lifting machinery.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

object

display

1964-1990
Nuc. Fission - Uranium
300
14,000,000
980,054
2

Image of the Hunterston’s Glass Facade.

7
Saltcoats
3,266.85
150

The Hunterston has a unique architecture which embodies the principles of
Le Corbuiser. The Free Plan allows for a Free Facade and therefore a display
of the technology behind.

##

3 Mile Island 1970
Pennsylania, USA

3 Mile Island is notorious for its melt-down. There was a reactor which overheated
and terrified Americans with the fear of nuclear radiation poisoning.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (MW):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/MW
MW/Unit

object

1970-present
Fission - Uranium
802
1,885,020,243
10,070,651
2
60 mi
Baltimore
12,556.92
401

national identity

The hyperboloid cooling tower is one of the most iconic objects associated
with nuclear power. The tower is made of egg-shell thin concrete and allows
for the exhausting of steam. The shape helps with large amounts of steam
and projecting the steam higher into the air by restricting the flow and then
releasing.

##

Cumberland Power
Plant 1974
Tennessee, USA
This coal power plant is owned and operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA). It has the 2 larges smoke stacks ever built standing at 1,000 feet tall.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

object

display

1974
Coal
2,600
36,000,000
2
50
Nashville
13,846.15
1,300.00

The Cumberland Power Station treats their mechanical systems much like
that of the Pomidou Centre. Each design locates its mechanical systems to
the exterior of building to express the technology and more importantly free
the plan of restrictions. Both programs require large amounts space and the
ability for spatial manipulation.

##

Kramer Junction 1984
NextEra Energy Resources
California, USA
This is the largest solar energy generating facility in the world. It remains isolated in
California’s Mojave Desert. This Solar field uses reflective panels to heat oil which
is piped throughout the fields. The 750 degree F oil is then used to heat water and
create electricity with a steam generator.
Image by Google Earth

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

1984
Solar
354
69,696,000
936,384
85
Los Angeles
196,881.36
0.00038
The form of the field resembles the geometry of traditional farming.

field

##

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa
1985
Japan
The Kashiwazaki-Kariwa power station facility is one of the largest nuclear compounds. The compound consists of seven nuclear reactors built from a prefabricated form repeated over the landscape.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

1985
Fission - Uranium
7,965
8,750,000
7
4
Kashiwazaki
1,098.56
1,137.86

i am
a
sphe
re

invisible

The generic construction and asthetics of the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa resemble
that of typical Wal-mart warehouse. This is the type of deisgn disguies its but
does not communicate with the landscape of the express its technology.

disguise

##

Kendal Power Plant
1988
South Africa
The Kendal power station is unique in its symmetry and use of cooling towers. Typically used for that of nuclear power, the Kendal plant has six hyperboloid cooling
towers and two exhaust stacks.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

1988
Coal
4,116
13,500,000
6
53
Pretoria
3,279.88
686
These images relate the formal strategy of the Kendal Power Plant and that
of the Rusakov Factory Club. Exterior forms are a resultant of programmatic
necessities; Coal furnaces/steam generators and auditoriums. The technology is emphasized through a sublime experience of the objects. Its symmetry,
scale, and form place the focus of the visitor on the hidden program.

object

display

##

Three Gorges Dam
Architect
Yangtze River, China
The Three Gorges Dam is the largest dam in the world. It is also the largest built
power plant. The damming of the displaced thousands of people and changed the
natural ecosystem up-stream of the dam.

Before and after The Gorges Dam construction.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

object

1994
Hydro-Electrical
22,500
26,000,000,000
2,888,197
32
65
Jingzhou
128.36
703.13

national identity

display

##

Horns rev l l 2009
Siemens Wind Power
North Sea, Denmark
Horns Rev 2 was constructed on a shallow reef of the coast of Denmark in the
North Sea. The most interesting feature of the design is its open blade. The turbines
scale and distance from society allow the technology to be undisguised and void
of any architectural safety features like that of the cage; much like whats found in
residences.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

field

2009
Wind
209
448,000,000
380,029,561
91

Image of Horns Rev

35
Esbjerg
1,818,323.25
2.3

The off shore wind turbine has unique relationship with its context. Unlike
anything else, these turbines have the capacity to divide the ocean into
geometric segments. The Turbine is also extremely simply in its expression
of technology : Rotating Blade + Wind = Energy

##

Alta Wind Energy Center
2012
Techachapi Pass California, USA
The Alta Wind Energy Center is an project started in the 1970’s and 1980’s. The
ambition is to cover thousands of acres with wind turbines that amount to a sum
of 3,000 MW

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

field

2010
Wind
1,020
1,200,000,000
480,000,000
320

http://renewsamericas.com/news.php?page_id=85&section_id=21&page=51

66
Los Angeles
470588.23
3.19

This wind farm follows the geometry of the mountainous terrain on which it
is installed. Again, the turbine has a simplicity in its formal expression of the
technology by visually representation each mechanism undisguised. Like offshore farms, this onshore farm is disconnected from the urban center.

##

Gemasolar Thermosolar
Plant 2011
MASDAR|Sener
Fuentes de Andalucia, Spain

This solar field is a Concentrated Solar Power plant (CPS). The solar power tower
rises 140 m about the ground and collects heat from the reflected panels. Water
is heated and used to create steam. A steam turbine is ultimately the generator of
electricity.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

field

2011-present
Solar
19.9
230,000,000
23,308,809
2,650
40
Seville
1,171,296.93
0.007

Highly reflective mirrors reflect the sun onto a tower which heats water. The
relationship between field and tower is not unlike Pairs to the Eiffel Tower.

##

Sihwa Lake Tidal 2011
South Korea

Now the larges tidal turbine power station, this design incorporates transportation,
ecology, engineering, and architecture.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

2011
Tidal
254
283,642,666
1,000,000
10
26
Seoul
3,937.01
25.4

The tidal turbine power station regulates the flow of water
between the sea and the lake which it encloses. The station
incorporates a highway and pedestrian walkways. The large
yellow crane allows for maintenance of the 10 turbines.

object

invisible

##

Quinten Walensee 2014
Switzerland

Unbuilt, this proposal for a solar hill in Switzerland covers a previously mined hillside. The small collection of solar panels will provide electricity to adjacent towns.

Dates:
Fuel Source:
Output (mw):
Cost ($):
Area (ft2):
Units (#):
Distance to nearest
City (mi):
Nearest City:
ft2/mw
mw/unit

unbuilt
Solar
9
80,000
400
2
Walenstadt
8888.88
0.0225

object

##

Nuclear Fusion
What is nuclear fusion?
What is the infrastructure required for fusion technology?
What are the advantages/disadvantages of fusion?
How does fusion differ from fission?

12

Nuclear Fusion

Fusion Energy

Fusion of Earth

Fusion is the process at the core of our Sun. What
we see as light and feel as warmth is the result of
a fusion reaction: hydrogen nuclei collide, fuse
into heavier helium atoms and release tremendous
amounts of energy in the process.

Atoms never rest: the hotter they are, the faster they
move. In the core of our Sun, temperatures reach
15,000,000° Celsius. Hydrogen atoms are in a constant state of agitation, colliding at very great speeds.
The natural electrostatic repulsion that exists between
the positive charges of their nuclei is overcome, and
the atoms fuse. The fusion of two light hydrogen atoms (H-H) produces a heavier element, helium.

Twentieth-century fusion science has identified the
most efficient fusion reaction to reproduce in the laboratory setting: the reaction between two hydrogen
(H) isotopes deuterium (D) and tritium (T). The D-T fusion reaction produces the highest energy gain at the
‘lowest’ temperatures. It requires nonetheless temperatures of 150,000,000° Celsius to take place—
ten times higher than the H-H reaction occurring at
the Sun’s core.

In the stars of our universe, gravitational forces have
created the necessary conditions for fusion. Over billions of years, gravity gathered the hydrogen clouds
of the early Universe into massive stellar bodies. In
the extreme density and temperature of their cores,
fusion occurs.

The mass of the resulting helium atom is not the exact
sum of the two initial atoms, however—some mass
has been lost and great amounts of energy have
been gained. This is what Einstein’s formula E=mc²
describes: the tiny bit of lost mass (m), multiplied by
the square of the speed of light (c²), results in a very
large figure (E), which is the amount of energy created by a fusion reaction.

At extreme temperatures, electrons are separated
from nuclei and a gas becomes a plasma—a hot,
electrically charged gas. In a star as in a fusion device, plasmas provide the environment in which light
elements can fuse and yield energy.
In ITER, the fusion reaction will be achieved in a toka-

mak device that uses magnetic fields to contain andcontrol the hot plasma. The fusion between deuterium and tritium (D-T) will produce one helium nuclei,
one neutron, and energy.
The helium nucleus carries an electric charge which
will respond to the magnetic fields of the tokamak
and remain confined within the plasma. However,
some 80 percent of the energy produced is carried
away from the plasma by the neutron which has no
electrical charge and is therefore unaffected by magnetic fields. The neutrons will be absorbed by the
surrounding walls of the tokamak, transferring their
energy to the walls as heat.
In ITER, this heat will be dispersed through cooling towers. In the subsequent fusion plant prototype DEMO and in future industrial fusion installations, the heat will be used to produce steam
and—by way of turbines and alternators—electricity.

http://www.iter.org/sci/whatisfusion
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The Tokamak
Cryostat: stainless steel structure surrounding the vacuum vessel and superconducting magnets,
providing a super-cool, vacuum environment. It is made up of a single wall cylindrical construction, reinforced by horizontal and vertical ribs. The cryostat is 29.3 metres tall and 28.6 metres wide.

Magnets: The 18 toroidal field (TF) magnets produce a magnetic field around the torus, whose primary
function is to confine the plasma particles. The ITER toroidal field coils are designed to have a total magnetic energy of 41 gigajoules and a maximum magnetic field of 11.8 tesla. The coils will weigh 6,540 tons
total; besides the vacuum vessel, they are the biggest components of the ITER machine.

Vaccum Vessel: The vacuum vessel is a hermetically-sealed steel container inside the cryostat that
houses the fusion reaction and acts as a first safety containment barrier. In its doughnut-shaped chamber, or torus, the plasma particles spiral around continuously without touching the walls.

Blanket: The blanket covers the interior surfaces of the vacuum vessel, providing shielding to the vessel
and the superconducting magnets from the heat and neutron fluxes of the fusion reaction. The neutrons
are slowed down in the blanket where their kinetic energy is transformed into heat energy and collected
by the coolants. In a fusion power plant, this energy will be used for electrical power production.

Heating: The temperatures inside the ITER Tokamak must reach 150 million° Celsius—or ten times the
temperature at the core of the Sun—in order for the gas in the vacuum chamber to reach the plasma
state and for the fusion reaction to occur. The hot plasma must then be sustained at these extreme temperatures in a controlled way in order to extract energy.

Diagnostics: An extensive diagnostic system will be installed on the ITER machine to provide the

measurements necessary to control, evaluate and optimize plasma performance in ITER and to further
the understanding of plasma physics. These include measurements of temperature, density, impurity
concentration, and particle and energy confinement times.

Divertor: The divertor is one of the key components of the ITER machine. Situated along the bottom

of the vacuum vessel, its function is to extract heat and helium ash — both products of the fusion reaction — and other impurities from the plasma, in effect acting like a giant exhaust system. It will comprise two main parts: a supporting structure made primarily from stainless steel, and the plasma-facing
components, weighing about 700 tons. The plasma-facing components will be made of tungsten, a
high-refractory material.

http://www.iter.org/sci/whatisfusion
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Support Infrastructure
Assembly Hall: stainless steel structure surrounding the vacuum vessel and superconducting magnets, providing a super-cool, vacuum environment. It is made up of a single wall cylindrical construction,
reinforced by horizontal and vertical ribs. The cryostat is 29.3 metres tall and 28.6 metres wide.

Control Room: The 18 toroidal field (TF) magnets produce a magnetic field around the torus, whose

primary function is to confine the plasma particles. The ITER toroidal field coils are designed to have a
total magnetic energy of 41 gigajoules and a maximum magnetic field of 11.8 tesla. The coils will weigh
6,540 tons total; besides the vacuum vessel, they are the biggest components of the ITER machine.

Electrical Instillations: The vacuum vessel is a hermetically-sealed steel container inside the cryostat

that houses the fusion reaction and acts as a first safety containment barrier. In its doughnut-shaped
chamber, or torus, the plasma particles spiral around continuously without touching the walls.

Cooling Towers: The cooling water system incorporates multiple closed heat transfer loops plus an
open-loop heat rejection system (HRS). Heat generated in the plasma during the deuterium-tritium reaction will be transferred through the tokamak cooling water system (TCWS) to the intermediate component
cooling water system (CCWS), and to the HRS, which will reject the heat to the environment.

Management of Waste: The Hot Cell Facility will be necessary to provide a secure environment for

the processing, repair or refurbishment, testing, and disposal of components that have become activated by neutron exposure. Although no radioactive products are produced by the fusion reaction itself,
energetic neutrons interacting with the walls of the vacuum vessel will ‘activate’ these materials over time.
Also, materials can become contaminated by beryllium and tungsten dust, and tritium.

Cryogenics Plant: The ITER magnets will be cooled with supercritical helium at 4 K (-269°C) in order

to operate at the high magnetic fields necessary for the confinement and stabilization of the plasma. They
will be surrounded by a large cryostat and an actively-cooled thermal shield with a forced flow of helium at
80 K. Additionally, large cryoabsorption panels cooled by 4 K supercritical helium will be used to achieve
the high pumping rates and vacuum levels in the cryostat and torus.

http://www.iter.org/sci/whatisfusion
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The “Nuclear” Stigma

Nuclear Fission

Nuclear Fission melt downs like 3 mile Island and Fukushima, and
the devastating results of the atom bombs in 1945 have negatively
stigmatize the word “nuclear”. It is, however, unclear to many the
differences between nuclear fission and nuclear fusion.
When a large fissile atomic nucleus such as uranium-235 or
plutonium-239 absorbs a neutron, it may undergo nuclear fission.
The heavy nucleus splits into two or more lighter nuclei (the fission
products), releasing kinetic energy, gamma radiation and free
neutrons. A portion of these neutrons may later be absorbed by
other fissile atoms and trigger further fission events, which release
more neutrons, and so on. This is known as a nuclear chain
reaction. In a fission reactor, control rods are used to absorb free
neutrons. If a rod is removed completely, an uncontrolled chain
reaction can occur similar to what happens inside an atom bomb.
If a fission power plant were to lose electricity like Fukushima’s did,
it makes controlling a chain reaction very difficult. The reactor could
over heat and possibly leak radiation. Fusion can not have this
“run away” chain reaction. Fusion requires precise temperature
conditions for the reaction. If the facility loses power, Fusion will
cease to continue.

Advantages of Fusion Technology
“Fusion has the capacity to furnish large-scale quantities of energy, with a
low burden of waste for future generations.”
Fuel: Fusion fuels are abundantly available and inherently safe. Only tiny
amounts of deuterium and tritium are necessary to fuel the fusion reaction:
just a few grams are present in the plasma at any one time.

Nuclear Fission - Controlled

Chain Reaction

Deuterium occurs naturally in seawater.
Tritium does not occur naturally - is radioactive for 12 years. Lithium is
abundant in the earths crust and can be used to make tritium.
Efficency: A fusion reaction is about four million times more energetic than
a chemical reaction such as the burning of coal, oil or gas. While a 1,000
MW coal-fired power plant requires 2.7 million tons of coal per year, a fusion
plant of the kind envisioned for the second half of this century will only
require 250 kilos (or .25 tons) of fuel per year, half of it deuterium, half of it
tritium.
No Pollution: Fusion emits no pollution or greenhouse gases. Its major byproduct is helium: an inert, non-toxic gas.
No Runaway Reaction: There is no possibility of a “runaway” reaction because
the conditions for fusion are precise—any alteration in these conditions and
the plasma cools within seconds and the reaction stops.

http://www.iter.org/sci/whatisfusion
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Governors Island, NY USA
Nationally, where is nuclear power?
Do nuclear power plants correspond to population densities?
Does New York State have nuclear power plants?
Where could a new power plant provide the most support to New York State?
What is the history of Governors Island?
What is the visual impact of a fusion power plant on the Island?
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“One of the most powerful human emotions, when
experienced by large groups the sublime can weld society
together. In moments of sublimity, the human beings
temporarily disregard divisions among elements of the
community.”
David E. Nye, American Technological Sublime 1994
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United States of America
The United States, built upon energy landscapes, displays its population density through
the use of light at night. The image to the right depicts this. When choosing a site for a
ew power plant one must find the place it will be more effective.
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New York State
A key design parameter of power plants is their proximity to the fuel source (ie. Rivers,
lakes, oceans) and urban centers. The majority of wind and solar power stations are
far from urban environments in need of vast open landscape. Coal and hydro-electric
power stations are embedded in the natural landscape to hide the effects from pollution
and dams - displacement of thousands of people. Nuclear power stations appears at all
distances; close/far to dense urban centers. The closer nuclear power stations are the
more disguised they become; no iconic forms - cooling tower.
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New York City
A key design parameter of power plants is their proximity to the fuel source (ie. Rivers,
lakes, oceans) and urban centers. The majority of wind and solar power stations are
far from urban environments in need of vast open landscape. Coal and hydro-electric
power stations are embedded in the natural landscape to hide the effects from pollution
and dams - displacement of thousands of people. Nuclear power stations appears at all
distances; close/far to dense urban centers. The closer nuclear power stations are the
more disguised they become; no iconic forms - cooling tower.
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Governors Island
A key design parameter of power plants is their proximity to the fuel source (ie. Rivers,
lakes, oceans) and urban centers. The majority of wind and solar power stations are
far from urban environments in need of vast open landscape. Coal and hydro-electric
power stations are embedded in the natural landscape to hide the effects from pollution
and dams - displacement of thousands of people. Nuclear power stations appears at all
distances; close/far to dense urban centers. The closer nuclear power stations are the
more disguised they become; no iconic forms - cooling tower.
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Governors Island + Manhattan from Brooklyn Bridge
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The Experience
Formal transparency?
Exterior experience?
Interior experience?
Manipulation of skin?
Programmatic hybrid?
Relationship of infrastructure and landscape?
Relationship of energy and people?
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The Proposal
Program?
Site?
Form?
Prepresentation?
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Nuclear Fusion
Power Plant

Hotcell
Heat Removal
Cryostat

Cryogenics
#

REPRESENTATION

